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HALLOWEEN
HALLOWEEN

FALL BRIDEFALL BRIDE
Mary Ann Yarmosky

Autumn is upon us and we've come equipped with some of the most fabulous fashions, perfect 
for wearing underneath fall styles, boo-tiful Halloween costumes and bridal gowns. 

Invited to a spooky Halloween Party? Take your Halloween costume to the next level with 
Sew-In Cups, easy to sew and attach to any costume.  

Have you chosen the dress of your dreams for your wedding day? The next question is… What 
to wear under that gorgeous gown?  We've designed bridal solutions like MagiCups Galore, a 
backless, strapless adhesive bra, to be worn under so many dreamy wedding gowns. Perfect 
for any bride-to-be! 

Looking for an easy way to create two unique looks with your favorite fall outf its?  
Cami Lace easily attaches to bra straps to create two diff erent looks with the same outfit! 
Switch up your style from more cleavage to less cleavage.

Your friends at Supportables…

AUTUMN IS IN THE AIR 2023
What To Wear Under There? SUPPORTABLES®

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.instagram.com/supportables/
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EDITOR’S PICKEDITOR’S SPOTLIGHT

Davina & Micky

F lash Tape to the 
rescue! A double-

sided clothing adhesive 
helps secure: 

crack 'n peel liner

We've got the latest, must-have bra accessory  
we know you will fall head over heels for: 

Breathable Silicone Enhancers.   

Th e most dominant color of the season—Fiery Red
from Pantone. In New York, fashion designers PatBo
and Silvia Tcherrasi had this bold shade in their 
collection, showing silky and soft long-sleeve dresses 
in a vibrant red-orange color.

PantonePantone

18-664 TCX
18-664 TCX

Fiery RedFiery Red

Here is why they're tops:

• uniquely breathable
• lightweight

• real breast consistency
• super-comfy

• amazingly aff ordable
• add a size and shaping to every bust

Can't keep your  favorite  
costumes in place?

pointy hats

wigs  

Pointy hats, wigs, masks, 

stockings, capes,

open gaps on shirts, slippery 

sleeves and more… 

masks

capes 

Notes from Notes from 
the Editorthe Editor
Notes from 
the Editor
BEST FALL FASHION 

TRENDS ON  THE RUNWAY 
TO  LOOK  FORWARD TO 
WHEN TEMPERATURES 

START TO DROP

Tom Browne in New York shows 

wool tartan dresses with cozy 

shoulder pads. The result is an 

outfit that perfectly unites the 

traditional tartan dress and the 

modern shoulder pad detail — an 

all-in-one eye-catching garment.

The favorite Disney villain 
Cruella de Vil is back on the runway, 
showing her iconic style of black and 
white spotted mink fur coats at Gucci, 
Stella McCartney and Bottega Veneta. 

Blanket-like shawls level 
up on the runway, like chic 
pieces of outerwear seen at 

Saint Laurent.

Oversized faux fur handbags 
shown on Burberry, Gucci and 

Khaite.

Leathers Sets — Matching black 
leather maxi skirts and blazers seen 
by Brandon Maxwell  and Coach.

COVER ART: Mary Ann Yarmosky is a local artist who 
captures everyday life, every day, in a very entertaining way.

To see more of her work, please visit: MARYANNYARMOSKYART.COM

FLASH TAPE ®
Double-sided dressing tape, 
the Halloween "must-have"!

THE FIRST BREATHABLE
SILICONE ENHANCERS
Flirty Pads

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/
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HALLOWEEN

Use directly on the girls with unpadded 
bras or stick to outside of  your bra.

Use 20 times 
or more.

A perfect and practical little kit with 9 problem-solvers for 
 any pesky fashion emergencies that could happen at a 

minute's notice.

Got camel toe? Wear our contoured pad 
 to instantly eliminate this embarrassing 

fashion faux pas. Perfect for tight-fitting 
clothing such as high-rise black briefs to 
create a sassy retro outfi t.

Th e high-rise sport shorts or black briefs are 
still trending — showing off legs, every inch 
of them. This style trend popped up on the 
catwalk by Miu Miu. Th e no-pants trend 
screams high fashion!

Easy to slip inside any handbag 
 when invited to Halloween 

parties or inside creative gift bags.

Extra double-sided 

adhesives included.

CONTENTS OF KIT:
• 10 double-sided tapes
• 1 Pr. non-skid shoe pads
• bra back converter
• deodorant sponge
• 2 stain removers

• emery board
• 2 dental fl oss
• 6 lint sheets
• sewing kit
• reusable jewel case

creative party bags slip into a handbag 

trending 
on the 

runway

9 

Problem-

Solvers 

PROBLEM SOLVED! ®
ECONOMY KIT

RETRO VIBE PETALS
The ultimate attention-getter! We are throwing it back to the 1950s. Th ese fashionistas 

wore fi gure-hugging styles and "bullet bras" to really 
accentuate their bustlines. We are bringing back this H-O-T 
look with Retro Vibe Petals.  Just stick 'em to your bra or body 
and you will have that sexy vintage-inspired look in seconds.

CAMEL~NOT ™
Eliminates Camel Toe

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/
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HALLOWEEN

Use 30 times 
or more!

NEW �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
��������
���������������������������������������������������������
�������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������� Pull up for an extra boost while 

eliminating nipple show-through.

  Smooth Cover Lift for deep-plunge 
Halloween outfits. 

Customize your favorite costumes! 

Sew-In Cups are fi rm enough to 
 give support and shape and the 

edges are soft enough to sew through.

Smart Tape precut clothing strips 
 are housed in a reusable case with 

a handy mirror.

Tape strips can be used fabric-to-skin 
or fabric-to-fabric

BEIGE 
OR

COCOA

Reusable for 
credit and 

business cards.

SMOOTH COVER LIFT
Conceal and boost the girls!

Jazz up any deep-plunge costume with the help 
 of Ultimate Body Tape. Our skin-friendly 

adhesive body tape is simple to apply and to 
remove without leaving behind any residue.

Skin prep included 
for ease of removal.

ULTIMATE BODY TAPE!
Create reliable support.

SEW-IN CUPS
For all dresses!

SMART TAPE ® COMPACT
Double-Sided Clear Tape Strips

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/
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FALL BRIDE

Reusable 50 times 
or more!

NEW
MagiCups Galore is a

 backless, strapless, 
adhesive bra. Designed with 
a front clasp to instantly 
create shape and cleavage 
while supporting the girls.

Reveal Bra is an adhesive 
  stick-on-bra for deep-

plunge, low-back,  backless 
and sideless fashions.  

MAGICUPS® GALORE
Shape - Support - Enhance

REVEAL BRA  ®
For deep-plunge and 
strapless fashions.

Keep breasts and dresses in place. Reusable 50 times 
or more!

PETAL TOPS ®
Disposable nipple covers.

DEEP PLUNGE BRA
Wear it all!

Our nipple concealers 
stretch and conform to 

breast shape so there are no 
wrinkles to show through 
your clothing.

One of our most popular 
 backless, strapless  

adhesive bras is designed with 
an innovative U-shape to be 
worn underneath low-cut 
wedding gowns.

Reusable 50 times 
or more!

https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/
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FALL FASHION TED'S TRAVELS

Move it down for more cleavage.

Move it up to show 
less cleavage.

Margot Robbie debuted the 1985 day-to-night 
Barbie Doll look by wearing a hot pink power 
suit by Versace on the runway. 

Barbie Business Woman

Fun Clubbing Gal

We also give out 
"MAMA kits" to 
women 9 months 
pregnant so they 
may enter the 
hospital and give 
birth safely.

Braza works with MDU (Making A Diff erence In Uganda) by providing medical 
support for vulnerable children and adults in Uganda.  We bring doctors, nurses 
and students from around the world to participate in outreach programs in 
the Kampala and Entebbe area. We test for HIV, malaria, Covid and treat and 
give medications for many diff erent ailments that could be life-threatening if 
not addressed. Below are some of the hundreds of recipients of mosquito nets, 
donated by Braza. Th ese nets help prevent the ever-present and dangerous 
malaria-carrying mosquitoes. Th e old guy is me, Ted  — at an outreach program 
giving vitamin A to the children. If you would like to volunteer* or contribute, please 
go to: Makingadiff erenceinuganda.org.  *It is a life-changing experience!

Feeling uncomfortable?

Cush-eez to the rescue ! 
Save the shoulders.

CAMI LACE ™
Modesty on demand!

CUSH-EEZ ®
Shock absorbers 
for the shoulders!

C ami-Lace is a beautiful embroidered gossamer sheer polyester georgette, 
perfect with low-cut blouses or jackets, without wearing a camisole.

Simply tie Cami-Lace  to bra straps. 
Move it up to show less cleavage and move it down for more cleavage. 

Relieve pressure and pain from 
  uncomfortable bra straps 

digging into your shoulders.

https://www.makingadifferenceinuganda.org/
https://www.supportables.com/
https://www.supportables.com/


• It's really comfortable.
• Won't show through clothing.
• Lies flat.
• Easily attaches to straps without help.

Each package contains 
one piece each of white, 
black, beige and clear.

adjustable

DAVINA’S FASHION NOTES

NEW

Create a racerback, add breast 
 lift, support and cleavage. 

A clear hypoallergenic plastic clip 
pulls your bra straps together to 
create a racerback effect. Keeps 
straps hidden under revealing  
outfits.

T he Happier Strap will keep 
bra straps in place and on 

your shoulders. Easy to attach 
and unnoticeable under clothing. 

We’ve updated the clip!

Fall Style

Bridal 
Gown Halloween 

Costume

Have you ever been afraid of slipping straps? 
Have you ever needed  a last-minute fashion solution? 

Th e Happier Strap  and  Fine-Tune Galore can be added to any outfi t.
Fashion designers such as Dolce & Gabbana, Valentino, Versace and 

many more can use them to guarantee that their garments will remain 
in place on the runway.

Brazabra Corp.
8 Run Way
Lee, MA 01238, USA

413–243–4690
800–251–3031

THE HAPPIER STRAP
Say good-bye to wandering straps!

Three-piece package!FINE-TUNE 
Create a racerback and more.

https://www.supportables.com/
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